
 

Lecture 5

Recall

Kantorovich's OptimalTransport Problem
Given up EPIX solve

min S d1 7 4 861 x2 pal
8 Te na
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If 8 attains the minimum we will call
it an optimal transportplan

Reasons this is a better behavedproblem

HypePIX the constraint set is nonempty

The constraint set is convex

The objective function is convex

Kantorovich's problem has a dual problem



O
will discuss soon

P

We can prove a minimizer exists
via the Direct Methodof the Calculus
of Variations
I

Need a topology in which the constrain
set is compact and the objective
function is Isc

Metrizable

Def A sequence un ta is narrowly
avergent to neck if

It 59dun 59dm V QECb X
x x

Def KEP X is tight if HE O F ke Cox
sit MIX IKE E E IME K

Complete separable

Suppose Xd is a Polish space

Thy Prokhorov Given a Polish space
IX d and K EPIX
K is relativelycompact in narrow topolgy



K is relativelycompact in narrow to dgy
HK is tight

Ear If IX d is a Polish space then
for
any me

PIX Eu is tight

We now have everything we need to
prove compactness of the
constraint set

Prop Given a Polish space X d and
MFP X Mn is relatively compactin the narrow topology

PfBy corollary
VE O F Ki Ki co X
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mix key to Alki E E

Define ke't k x k cc Xxx

Then for all re Pln v
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Thus Mu o is tight hence byProkhorov's theorem it is totmptact in
narrow topology

A functional analysis perspective on

the proof of Prokhorov's theorem

IX d locally compact metric space

Banachspace Colt 11 110 Cb X 11 110
RieszRepresentation ITheorem

Dual space Msa Il Itv bigspace containing
cha l Atu

Weak topology widetopology narrow topology
Recall mecha mut m for retweet x

Hulk v ut X u x
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Remark If X d is compact then
all above notions coincide i.e Co X bAFCA

motu
Remark P x is a convex subset ofthe unit ball in both dual spaces
re III 1

but is not closed

Exercise Prove that Pox is not closed
in either the wide or narrow topologies

Recall
Th m Banach Alaogh Bourbaki For

anyBanach space E the closed unit ball

BE f E E If 11 1

is compact in the weak topology

Proofof ProkhorovWe will show tight relatively compactin narrow topology



If KEPA is tight then there exists
a sequence kmccxs.t.MX lKmltm Vytk
increasing
Consider the restriction of u to km

Ml km EMC km defined by
µ km B MBA km

Since Hulkmlltv M km 1 we have

Ml km MEK is a subset of the closed
unit ball in km 11.11N
Thus B A B Theorem ensures that

lil F a sequence it É s.t.mil Fear

ii for each n 2 choose a subsequence
Mi i of Mi É sit.mil tTncveCkn

By construction for men we have

Mil km TVMEekCKm

Consequently for
any

fecblx f 20
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Infdum

This shows
i For

any
ft Cb x thinkingofon and on as Ctx we have

Sfdvnz Sfdvm for all men
Since all bounded monotonic sequences
converge Sfdon converges for all fecba.to

ii For
any

closed set F the function
felt l É e b x and
IF x I felt E 1 Few for Fe x dexF c e

so fe IF pointwise and the
Dominated Convergence Theorem
ensures

on F Z liensoffed un z limoSfe dum um F

iii Define OEM x byUCF SI UCF
which exists by Cii



iv Thus for all ft b x t 20
a
closed dad

vKFfÉE VA one'S
soon x uncus
L un x f x t

Hence for all ft ble f 20
Sf do Jul x fix E It

I x f x 5 It
2
Dominated
convergenceIlf lls theorem

limo fun x f x E It

Ins If dun

ii By taking positive and negativeparts of f we conclude that
If duns S f do for all f e b x

Finally via a diagonal argument
we obtain F in sit Mn T

narrowly
Thus K is relatively narrowly Cpt O



Remaining key ingredient to applyDirect Method of Calculus of Variations
need to show Ikplo is Isc in

narrow topology
To determine what happens when

un u narrowly and 9 is merelyIsc
timing ga dun

we will show that
any

lower
semi continuous function may be
approximated from below by cts fans

Lemmy Suppose g
X Ruta is Isc

and bounded below Then F gKÉECblx
St Esto get Pga tx ex

Def A function g X IRU to is proper
if F x s.t glx
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Def Given g X
Ruto the Moreautosida

regularization is given by
grk ing gly kdlx.gl K 0

If of Lema

Trivially true it gets so we may assume
g is proper

Let grix be the Moreau
Yosida regularization ofgal
1 get is continuous

Suppose Xn X for fixed

dye X
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